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Editorial
CARTHA

There’s no “I” in Team
One can say that “knowledge” has been growing at an
unprecedented pace since the first industrial revolution. As any other field of knowledge, architecture is no
exception. Where architecture differs is in its assimilating character; architecture tends to integrate innovations from other fields, even whole new fields, into its
processes. This has a direct influence on the depth and
range of comprehension that is now requested from the
architect.
Although we can still agree with the vitruvian view
of the architect as a “generalist specialist”, the idea of
architect as “master builder” is something we cannot
conceive at this moment. When the role of the architect
must be one of overview, how can she/he deepen all
necessary aspects of the process to the point of mastering them, if they keep on multiplying at an exponential
rate? For one person to call upon himself the responsibility for all the subparts of the process is not only egotistical but also reckless.
Architects should act as coordinators, should
attain a position of overview by acknowledging the
necessary work of other “players” at different phases
of the process, not by proclaiming themselves as the
sole responsible for the built environment. As we see it,
the built environment is as much a consequence of the
conceptual work of the architect as it is of the quality of
the construction industry, of the engineer‘s ingenuity

or of the nature of local laws.
With this issue, we want to pay homage to all the
other entities that take an active part in the act of building by picturing these teammates from the perspective
of the architect, our perspective, by discoursing on our
reality and understanding how intertwined it is with
the ones of those who build with us. To the rest of the
team, our most honest thank you.
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It is easy to sit across Samuel Schultze. Leaning
back on the chairs inside one of the meeting
rooms in the freshly renovated Basel office,
overlooking the fig trees in the interior courtyard, one can’t help but feeling comfortable.
The room I am in is one of the few enclosed
spaces in the huge office. Samuel shares the
open-office space with all the other workers
that make up the Basel office of Burckhardt
+ Partner, no private office, no wall between
him and his employees. This is quite something
when we think that he is the CEO of one of the
largest architecture offices in Switzerland, with
around 350 employees and a history that started in the early 50’s of the XXth century, he was
part of the Basel Cityscape commission for 15
years and is the President of the Board of Trustees of the Swiss Architecture Museum.
Still, he is no star, he is no Ronaldo or Messi,
he is more a Phillip Lahm; a polyvalent figure
that holds the team in place through his overview of the game and his understanding of each
position’s functions.
Just before starting the interview, I tell him
that we don’t want to hear what the CEO of B+P
has to say about “MANNSCHAFT”, we want to
hear what he, Samuel, has to say. He then leaned back too and we started talking.
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How would you define the architect’s role in a
project now, today, in this precise moment?
Nowadays the architect doesn’t have the same role as he
did in the past. He used to be not only architect but also
master-builder and that worked perfectly back then.
His fields of knowledge were vast, therefore he was able
to implement his artistic ideas backed by a comprehensive amount of information. He would do an apprenticeship, he would learn from his master and further
developed his skills. The trade he learned enabled him
to look at a task in its entirety, he had the overview. With
the separation of design and execution, the architect’s
role changed. He draws the plans, he is still versed in
construction matters but he does not implement his
ideas himself anymore, this task was taken over by the
“new” specialized master-builder.

the tasks that we are given today. On the other hand
we have to consider the fact that this expertise are also
highly restraining for us if we do not question them.
Therefore, it is very important that we challenge the
expertise they are adding to the project and that we
extract what we need to know in order to implement
their knowledge in an intelligent way. We have to learn
to work with the information the experts are giving
us and trust their experience without adopting their
inputs 1:1. This is a crucial task. Experts often have a
very clear idea of how something has to be done. The
job of the architect is to bring together different aspects
of a project in an intelligent way. He is supposed to overview the whole process and the entirety of the task. In
this sense the architect needs to reconquer his position,
which once was hold by the “master-builder-architect”.

When did this separation between design and
execution happen?
At the beginning of the XXth century when architecture crystallised into a separate discipline. In the last
century, the architect has missed out on strengthening
his position as leader of the planning and the execution
phases and was gradually displaced by the general contractor. The general contractor was better in all matters of accounting and timing and the architect didn’t
deal with this part of the process because he concentrated more and more on the design part. Nowadays,
this kind of specialization reached a new level: today we
have planners, estimators, acoustic engineers, e.g. We
have specialists for everything.

And who is holding this position nowadays?
This position is taken over by construction managers,
people who primarily organize, structure. They are
used to make logical decisions but have no affinity
with architecture. They are trustees, guiders, schedulers... We shouldn’t allow alienation of the overview
position over the project, otherwise the architect
becomes just another expert who is supposed to bring
inputs.

These specialists for everything, how do you
relate to them. For instance, the office you are
heading, is working for companies (such as
Roche or Novartis) that request an enormous
number of specialists and consultants involved
in their projects. Are these specialists giving
you the information you need for your work or
are they limiting you in terms of the design process?
I think that our relation towards specialists is rather
ambivalent. On the one hand I’m convinced that we
need expertise in order to deal with the complexity of

As CEO of B+P you have already been in the
position of working as local architect and
executing a project for a design architect, I’m
thinking of the work you did for Renzo Piano,
Chipperfield or Libeskind. How was it for you
to hold that position? At the end, you were then
also “just another expert”?
In a way it is an ingrate job when you have been given
the task of guiding the “design architect”. You act as the
go-between who has to fulfil the needs of two parties,
the client and the “design architect”. The client doesn’t
dare to give instructions to the “design architect”,
afraid of interfering with the “Architecture”... The
design-architect on the other hand is often struggling
with deadlines and financial specifications he does not
fully understand. The local architect/project manager
is the middleman, the mediator because he speaks both
5
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languages. It is of great importance that he knows well
the design-architect’s point of view and is able to represent it toward the client, the same way that he has to
represent the interests of the client toward the design
architect. It is a very demanding job because you run the
risk of being ground down between the two positions.
And, at the end, your contribution to the project’s realisations is substantial but you are not benefiting from
it. The design architect is the one who gets the credits
and is published. The client is happy and proud of the
result whereas you are not getting recognized for the
indispensable job you did. This can be quite frustrating.
There was a time when B+P worked in this function
for Libeskind, Renzo Piano or Tadao Ando, amongst
others. It was extremely educational in the sense that
we got privileged insights into their working methods
and ways of thinking but, even with this conceptual and
theoretical compensation, we are not putting ourselves
in that position anymore. We retired from this kind of
business because we are convinced that we are good
enough to realise projects like that by ourselves.
As you mentioned already, the job description of the architect changed. Also in the
design phase we are gradually turning away
from tasks that have always been at the core of
the architects work (visualizations, layout, graphic conception of the plans) and outsourcing
them to specialists. Do you see this as a natural
development or should the design process stay
in the architects hand?
I am against an exceeding specialization. I believe that
the architect needs to handle the devices himself in
order to design, plan and communicate his ideas. Certainly there is a kind of specialization, like budgeting
or logistics e.g. where, due to the increasing complexity of projects, the architect couldn’t possibly manage
everything by himself. Still, we would like to keep that
kind of knowledge within the company in order to be
able to cover all aspects of the project, during all phases, including the concept and design.
As president of the “Ortsbildkommission”
(townscape Commission) in Riehen and member

of the “Stadtbildkomission” (cityscape Commission) in Basel, you had the chance to sit on
the other side of the table and decide how the
city districts should develop. How did you feel,
playing in this position?
To work for the municipal authorities was a big and
essential experience for me. But you shouldn’t feel too
important and get presumptuous. The committee’s first
goal is to push the good and outstanding projects forward. Often, these good and outstanding projects are
not conforming to the law. So, if you manage to convince the authorities and find solutions together to
realize projects because they are above average, then
you did a good job. The second goal is to prevent projects below average. And the third goal is to partially
improve a great deal of all the other projects. The city’s
organism is not only living on the outstanding projects,
it is living on the average. Average is sufficient, as long
as you have highlights in between. But obviously there
are limits: A “Stadtbildkommission” can not bring
average quality to a high-level because the project leaders are not able to do so. It’s not like in university,
where you can tell the students what to do in order to
get a better grade, it is much more difficult than that. In
Switzerland for example, the profession of the architect
is not protected (by law). It practically means that anybody can be an architect and hand in a building application. If you talk to this kind of people the way you
talk to your students, they won’t understand a word.
Actually this job is much more about interpersonal
relations, comprehension and communication.
What are your views on the future of the building industry, and the role of the architect as
one of the many players in it?
The architects need to make sure that in the future
they still can do normal projects (small scale residential, medium scale housing developments). More and
more people want to do their project by themselves
because it’s cheaper. For instance, to build a singlefamily house, one could just go to the construction
material market and do it oneself. Or small companies that directly address general contractors or contractors and tell them “Build me something. We don’t
6
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need an architect who just brings expenses”. For these
small scale projects you have pre-fabricated structures,
modular structures and general contractors that displace the architect, making him redundant. It is important that the architect can strengthen his position
and show that he is needed. Nowadays, architects tend
to be judged by “spectacular” large scale projects like
airports, museums or projects for companies that use
architecture as a marketing tool. That’s all good but the
architect has to make sure to not only take on these
large scale specific projects but also smaller scale projects. Otherwise “the cookie will only get smaller”.
I think the building industry in Switzerland is doing
well, and will do well in the future because the current
building stock is, and will continue to be, in need of
rehabilitation. In general we have to stimulate the building culture. The architects should not only be considered for spectacular projects but for normal residential
projects of high usability and good quality.
What do the words ecology, flexibility, standardization and typology mean to you regarding
the future prospects mentioned before?
Usually architecture is particular; you always have prototypes. Architecture is consistently reinvented. On the
one hand that is important because we need to come up
with site-specific and customized solutions and carefully analyse the given situation. Now the question is
if this is going to work as well in the future and if
architecture can sustain all these prototypes? And if,
in the future, our society can still afford this kind of
architecture or will we rather turn to standardisations?
Generally the architect does not like the concept of
standardisation because he does not have the same kind
of freedom of expression. On the other hand, we have
to face the economic pressure and it absolutely makes
sense to force standardisation. This is a challenge and
it certainly can be an interesting topic. For example,
we have to find solutions to provide affordable housing
space. Housing space is getting more and more expensive if we build it new. This is a never-ending process.
In order to provide new affordable housing space we
have to find intelligent solutions and standardisation
makes absolute sense in this context. Therefore we

have to work with flexible typologies. There was a time
where, for every problem, you would come up with an
individual and fixed solution. Then the needs changed
and the house was not usable anymore. Only old houses
with very simple structure survived. They were former
office buildings, then residential buildings and are still
functioning today. They are flexible enough to fill new
needs. Of course the individual house will always exist.
Nevertheless, we have to consider both sides and it is
important that we develop typologies based on ecological and economical considerations and which can fulfil
future needs in a sustainable way.
Finally, what position should architects adopt
when facing the future?
Architects need to become all-rounders again, they
have to widen their horizon. They need to be curious
and interested in all the different aspects of a project.
They do not have to be experts but they need to know
how to integrate the experts inputs in a clever way and
to use it in their favour. They need to be the spider in
the net, to stand where everything merges in order to
have more influence on the design part. They shouldn’t
become a pawn at the hands of the client, they should
rule the game.
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Joanne Pouzenc

Feminine thinking
A couple of weeks ago, I received an impromptu invitation to a fabulous dinner. Based on an original idea
from Niche Berlin with Rosario Talevi and supported
by Perspektive – a programme of the Institut Français
in Berlin – the hosts gathered around the table some 20
special guests to think about the production of space
from a feminine point of view. The guests were all space
related, mainly architects and apart from two witnesses
coming from the male‘s league, they were all women.
But whereas architecture was our common point,
almost none of us was still a practitioner: all of our
career paths brought us to wider our horizon and to
diversify our practices to the cultural, artistic, curatorial or teaching field.
Why that? Have we made a step forward on our individual pathways or have we intended to flee from our
architectural fate?
Before that occasion presented, I didn‘t really
embarrass myself with feministic thoughts. My experiences taught me not to dissociate males from females and certainly not to claim any difference. I always
accepted as law that women who decide to make a man‘s
job should be aware that the same qualities would be
expected from her. Whereas around the table, some
very strong characters preferred to defend the idea that
women need to fight to get their own way in a man‘s
world, I‘d rather defend that women need to adapt and

that the dichotomy between men and women should be
just ignored. But that dinner blew my mind: of course
this distinction exists and is extremely present. Furthermore, to what exactly should women adapt? Very
often if not daily, women suffer from machist untold
rules in their work environment. And if those rules
don‘t apply, for cultural or societal reasons, it‘s sometimes the woman alone who is forcing herself in being
as efficient and as productive in every field in which
men excel, if not better.
A woman style
The first time I visited a building site, I was still a student. In the frame of an „on the ground“ training, I had
picked a woman architect to follow one of her project
in the process of being built. The project was relatively
small – a couple of houses in an urban environment –
but already very impressive for the future architect-tobe that I was back then. Actually, any project was truly
impressive: as a student, I was constantly asking myself how is the shift operated between the drawing on
the paper and the built reality. I was frightened by the
amount of information I would still need to get to be an
architect – hopefully, a good one.
As I was waiting for that lady architect to come, I
was surprised to see her coming with her „lady“ style:
heels she could exchange for the non-secured yet „at
least closed“ ballerinas she had in her bag, a normal8
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Berlin Unlimited

formal skirt and jacket, and her dog on a leash. It seemed pretty relaxed. After five minutes of courteous
hand shakes and smiles, she asked one of the worker
to hold the dog for her whereas meanwhile she would
climb a ladder and go check the first f loor with another guy. I didn‘t think this was truly efficient but I felt
relieved. Efficiency might not always be the only measurement tool. As anything else, measured „efficiency“
as a productive factor should also be considered on
short terms and long terms perspective. What I observed back then was maybe the insurance that the relation Architect/Worker did in fact work quite well. It
helped me understand there was a possibility to express
and assume femininity anywhere, and also – of course
– within an architectural practice.
21st Century and popular beliefs
When I finally graduated, I was very proud to bring my
architect title onto conversation. At least the first few
times. There is always a moment when people are asking
you „What are you doing for a living?“ and this question
often comes right after the „What‘s your name/ Where
do you come from“ one – in the first five minutes.
Depending on the milieu or location I was when asked
this question, I had often – very often! – to face a strange
reaction after I proudly brought the „I‘m an architect“
answer. Immediately, as a reflex, people would answer:
„You mean Interior Designer?“ = choosing the carpets,
the colors of the pillows, the fabric of the curtains and
the pictures to be framed on the wall. The worse though
would come from the fact that women as well had that
question-reaction. I apparently didn‘t fit with their
image of „The architect“ and if falling in such clichés
is a widespread practice, let me risk myself in bringing
some more stereotypes.
Different technics, same results
Men to men relations when becoming conf lictual or
having to defend opposite interests are often based
on force, strength or pressure. Threats, anger or loud
voices are current issues on construction site. I‘m not
saying that construction sites are necessarily a matter of conflicts and I have also seen some smooth ones
going on... but conf licts appear and men and women

seem to have a very different approaches to it. Of course,
the architect has always the same threatening tool that
doesn‘t depend on gender: money. But the way deals
or negotiations are made differs definitely from one
gender to the other. I‘ve seen working men on construction site spending the first minutes testing out the
competences of the woman architect. By arriving, the
woman architect will be asked a series of tricky technical questions for which maybe even the man architect
wouldn‘t have any answer. Her competences would
be then stated in front of the group according to the
answer she would give.
I wondered for a long time what the good answers
were: I have tried several techniques before finding the
best fitting one, the one that would give me the green
light to lead the construction site and gain the initial
respect from the group of people with who I would be
working in the next months. I‘ve faked a «good» answer
that appeared to be the wrong one, I‘ve tried to change
the topic by pointing out another more urgent emergency, I‘ve initiated some sexists jokes or jumped on the
occasion to laugh at some, I‘ve tried the „I don‘t know –
I‘ll ask my boss and give you an answer (once he has enlightened my dark ignorance)“, I‘ve made it evolve into
„I don‘t know – I‘ll make some researches and I‘ll give
you an answer“ and that was the closest possible answer
to gaining respect I could find. Until I just decided to be
honest and stop caring: there are things I know, some
I don‘t, some I‘m good at, some I suck at. And it can be
gender related – or not at all.
As well within the construction process, I‘ve
experienced that gentleness, politesse and understanding can also be used to obtain good results. Moreover, when those protocols are combined with an
already acquired respect, the global mood along the
construction goes smoother and all the team works
together to match a common interest: making it happen
and making it good.
Building content
With more experience, the process of being respected gets maybe faster, but undoubtedly, one has to go
through the exact same power testing in the beginning. But in the cultural-architectural sector, feminine
9
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presence seems to be much more accepted. Furthermore, in Berlin, women seem to have the leadership of
architectural content: the cultural teams of architectural curatorial practices are often built under the lead of
strong-connected women who are entitled to bring back
on the paper – and on exhibition spaces – what one has
been building and concreting somewhere else.
I‘ve been working in the last year with and within
women team: not that femininity was a requirement
for getting the job: it was simply a coincidence of fitting curriculum vitae cumulated with the wish to bring
to their architectural practices some meaning. At first
being a bit worried, aware of the hard competition level
that women operate between same gender individuals,
I quickly observed how women communities can work
efficiently together, whatever tasks would be given.
As such, within Berlin Unlimited (which counted only two late coming men within a team of 15),
women have designed, organized, estimated, negotiated and built up the entire structure – literally and
metaphorically – for a seven days long festival about Arts,
Architecture and Urban Research. Whereas I was stuck
on office duties, my collaborators sent me a video of the
construction site. The short video featured a couple of
beautiful women mastering the art of loud power drills
and screwdrivers, singing some famous jazzy balades
over the music in the background, covering the noise
of their tools while assembling the structures. I wondered quite a lot why no men had joined this adventure. Perhaps men were just more pragmatic and not
willing to give their competences for free to a cultural cause. But the more I receive new applications for
future projects, the more I have to face it: they keep
coming mainly from the feminine sphere. Women
might just need «more» to fulfill their satisfaction ratio.
More challenges, more overviews, more domains of expertise, more diversity, more contacts, more adaptability... Unless, once again it‘s purely coincidental. Surely,
the place I chose for a living might inf luence and/or
enhance these tendencies: in France, I‘ve had more
balanced experiences, in New York, I was the only girl
in a 90% gay firm (who actually interpreted from the
lack of picture on my resume that I was a boy – funnily
and naturally), in the Bauhaus in Dessau, we were 20

ladies out of a research team of 24. I deliberately chose
to exclude from my considerations the parts of the
world where the differences Men/Women are in fact
the most pregnant: I just have absolutely no clue about
those parallel realities and I unlikely would be the right
speaker to depict them. But before calling it a «women
phenomenon», I will just keep my eyes and feminine
high-sensitive receptors wide open: maybe there are in
those differences a lot to learn from to finally reach a
real balance.
Joanne Pouzenc (joannepouzenc.com) is a French architect, curator,
professor and urban researcher based in Berlin. After eight   years of
architectural practice between France, Germany and New York, she initiated a curatorial career within the Bauhaus Dessau Foundation program
in 2010 that led to Europe-wide exhibitions (Bauhaus Dessau Foundation, S AM Basel, House of Arts - Brno). She co-founded CollageLab with
Philine Schneider in 2012 and in 2014, she coordinated and curated
Berlin Unlimited (berlinunlimited.org), the first international festival for
Arts, Architecture and Urban Research in Berlin. In 2015 she joins the
Make City (makecity.berlin) festival in Berlin as associate curator and late
executive producer. She is currently teaching at NODE (nodecenter.net),
Center for Curatorial Studies in Berlin and as associate professor at the
Architecture School of Toulouse.
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Mathieu Bujnowskyj on Joël Tettamanti

Joël Tettamanti is a Swiss artist and photographer, born
in Cameroon and graduated from Ecal in Lausanne.
Tettamanti is mainly known for his meticulously
composed large format photographs of alpine landscapes and for “local studies” of various remote locations, from african savanna to arctic harbours. If there
are generally very few protagonists in the composition
of Tettamanti’s pictures, the human presence and inf luence on the environment is a recurrent theme that
could be understood in the lineage of the New Topographics exhibition. His images testify moments in the
human alteration of environments – construction, utilisation, décrépitude of artefacts or landscapes.
It is interesting to note that Joël kept for a long time
two twin websites, tettamanti.ch and tettamanti.li. A
white one for his personal projects, and a black one for
various commercial works commissioned by architects,
international brands and magazines. The present selection of Tettamanti’s photographs is issued from these
two collections, mainly from his personal works. In the
context of “Mannschaft”, his ambiguous status between
independent artist and commissioned photographer
allows us to think about the position of artistic photography in the valorisation cycles and communication
strategies of contemporary architects.
In an era of speed and digital fluxes, Joël still captures his observations of natural and built environments through large format (4x5) film cameras moun-

ted on tripods.These Traditional and heavy tools that he
carries with him around the world, allow him to slow
down the photographic process. Even in commissioned
projects, because of low f lexibility and very small
series, each picture becomes unique and strongly
authored by Tettamanti. His workf low has intrinsic
qualities and aesthetics that support his peculiar vision
on the captured subjects, and differentiate him from
many other architectural photographers who work
digitally with extended series and options. This phenomenon reinforces his authorial (artistic) status.
From the early days of 20th century, Modernism
happened along with the birth of a new kind of Prometheous architects well illustrated for example, by personalities such as Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe or,
more recently, Rem Koolhaas. Architects presented as
charismatic visionaries with ambitious responsibilities
for society. These architects understood well the continuous logics between the invested efforts in the development/construction of a building and its presence to
the world afterwise.
Architectural communications have developed
exponentially with this necessity to valorise as much
as possible ideas and built production in order to consolidate architects status. An increasing number of
architects started to invite artists and photographers
to document the evolution of their projects under construction, and to portray their representation once
11
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finished. The images are then used in various publications, such as monographs, magazines, supporting
the visibility and the credibility of the architects.
These produced images can both be understood
as the representation of an architectural product, as
much as an autonomous image supporting an artistic
statement where architecture acts only as inspirational
subject. The presence of this iconographical duality
creates an artification of the architectural communications. It showcases, honestly or not, a supplementary cultural value through artistic collaboration. The
reputation and the universe of the commissioned
artist or photographer is transferred to the documented building through his production, to the benefit of
architects.
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Role Module – Zanuso’s Participatory Design or the Architect as Manager
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Fabrizio Ballabio

1 Zanuso alone had received three commissions to
design plants in Scarmagno,
Crema and Marcianise yet
it is also worth mentioning
Luis Kahn’s design for a factory in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (U.S., 1966-70), Kenzo
Tange’s Olivetti Technical
Centre and Warehouse in
Yokoama, Tokyo (Japan,
1970) and James Stirling’s
Olivetti Training Centre in
Haslemere, Surrey (U.K.,
1973). Not to mention the
never realised projects for
Olivetti factories drafted
by Le Corbusier between
’61 and ’62.
2 For more on this subject
see Mario Carpo, The Alphabet and the Algorithm
(Cambridge: MIT Press,
2011)

A concrete pad of circa five meters in volume sits
below a concrete deck. The pad accommodates a column which is secured within a slot. On two of such columns sits an inverted Y beam spanning 12 meters in
length. The trylith is then offset at circa 18 meters distance and connected to the previous via 4 hollow V beams laid at regular intervals between them. To a certain
extent, this bare and almost rudimentary assemblage
of prefabricated elements amounts to the entirety of
the architectural manoeuvres deployed by Industrial
Designer and Architect Marco Zanuso in his project for
the Olivetti Factory in Scarmagno begun in 1968 – no
definitive form, no fixed internal layout.
Part of a second wave of plants the Italian typewriter manufacturer had inaugurated at the end of the
1960s1, the project also sits within a broader range of
works carried forth by Zanuso in flourishing Post-War
Italy in which the attempt was made to reach the complete industrialisation of the architectural project. As
one might sense, the system described above denotes a
module of the building and were it not for the refined,
faceted forms in which the elements had been cast, at a
first glance it would be probably seem no different from
any standard application of pre-fab, post-lintel concrete
structures the last century has seen. And yet, it is precisely in the intricacy of its tectonic resolution that one
can gauge the project’s relevance – both in its mirroring
of the circumstances in which it came into existence as

in the context of more recent debates around collaborative design processes. If, in fact, Zanuso’s factory in
Scarmagno stands as a testament of exquisitely ‘Olivettian’ value systems whereby the myths of social collaboration and interdisciplinarity would permeate the most
dispersed aspects of civic life, it is interestingly also an
incarnation ante litteram of what Mario Carpo would
refer to as an ‘architecture of many hands’2 . One where
the managerial nature of the design processes is made
entirely visible through the concrete disposition of
architectural form.
I
Zanuso first came in contact with Adriano Olivetti
around 1954, when the company was undertaking a
vast program of expansion which would result in the
construction of a number of new factories both in Italy
and abroad. Strong of international funding and of an
unprecedented wealth in sales, Olivetti was seeking for
opportunities to decentralise its production activities
towards the underdeveloped regions of Southern Italy
(Campania, Basilicata, Puglia) whilst investing in new
foreign markets in South America, Africa and the US.
In this context, Zanuso’s first commissions consisted
in the design of two production units in Brazil and
Argentina adding on to what Manfredo Tafuri would
ironically describe as Olivetti’s personal architectural
vitrine.
17
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3 One need only to consider the use of Facebook
or Google make use of
architecture to corroborate
their brands although the
list could easily go on for
pages. A thorough analysis
of this process dealing with
Apple’s new headquarters
in Cupertino can be found
in CLOG : APPLE (2012)

4 The objective of I-RUR
was to study and execute
programs on a communal
and inter-communal basis, devoted to the improvement of social and economical conditions and
to the reduction of unemployment. It is important to
take into account that this
was ultimately a political
manoeuvre campaigned by
a private company which,
humanitarian claims aside,
had a firm interest in making the population of the
region participate in the
productive process.
5 In an interview published
on L’Architettura Cronaca
e Storia N.3 (1982): 194-7,
Zanuso himself tells us it’s
the last disposition Olivetti
had signed before passing
away.

6 Throughout the 50s and
60s, Olivetti developed
some of the first transistorised mainframe computer
systems leading to the 1965
release of Programma 101,
often quoted as the first
commercial personal computer.

7 Already upon appointment, Zanuso had been
coupled with Neapolitan
architect Edoardo Vittoria
(who had himself worked
with Olivetti since early in
the 1950s) and Olivetti’s
own in-house engineer
Roberto Guiducci which,
in actual fact, both hold
a share on the buildings
attribution.
8 It doesn’t surprise in
this respect how, as early
as 1962, Edoardo Vittoria
himself asserted that
architectural design had to
break free from the traditional confines of the finite
‘building’, to absorb the
methodologies and practices adopted in urban planning.
9 If in previous plants, elaborate spatial organisations would embody the
logics of the production
chain, the exigency was
now to shape indefinite, climatised ensembles wherein
the process of production
could at any moment respond to the sovereign requirements of the market.

The factories were campaigned as the spatial embodiment of the company’s excellence providing a tangible image of it to be showcased globally. If this form of
architectural marketing is vastly common in contemporary corporate environments3, the current case was
in actual fact part of a broader strategy A.O. himself
had devised since he had first joined his father‘s company on return from his American studies. Creating
and running the firm‘s Publicity Office in 1928, over
the course of 30 years the young heir had attempted
to reinvent Olivetti’s image claiming the factory as a
crucial locus for social, cultural and political reform.
To this objective, architects and planners came to be
involved within much larger interdisciplinary exchanges involving industrial designers and graphic
designers but also social scientists, doctors and
whatmore. Under the tuneful banner of Comunità, a
movement and editorial project which promoted technological development and social cooperation within
a quasi federalist conception of the State, A.O. and
comrades presented cohesive studies for new societal
models informed by participatory practices and a renewed, ’humanitarian’ ethos.
If the majority of these propositions was doomed to
remain on paper, around the 1950s a concrete implmentation of A.O.’s ideas had found its place in the Canavese
district (the geographical area of which the main town
is Ivrea). Contingent to the expansion of the company‘s
Headquarters in Via Jervis were in fact a number initiatives in the surrounding territory which nurtured distributed production strategies as well as concrete forms
of social assistance. Respectively in 1954 and 1955, A.O.
founded I-RUR, the institute for urban and agricultural renovation4, and the League of Municipalities of the
Canavese (Lega dei Comuni del Canavese) – two organisms which catered the construction of smaller craftoriented production facilities, centres of formation,
social services and more – all of which pertaining to
the factory and its ‘community’. Approximately 15km
south of Ivrea, the factory in Scarmagno was arguably
one of the last actualisations of this pervasive regional
scheme. Appointed to Zanuso by A.O. himself prior to
his mysterious disappearance in the February of 19605,
the plant was intended on the one hand to consolidate

the district as an industrial complex of regional scale
– integrated and overlaid to the previous agricultural
substructure of the area; and on the other, to explore
the possibilities arising from the introduction of electrical apparatuses in production processes 6.
This latter aspect in particular rendered the project a significant instance for Zanuso to put in practice
ideas which he would later gather under the architectural mantra of ‘participatory design’. The sheer complexity of the mechanical and electrical servicing, coupled
with the ever more f luctuating demands of the market, called for a strategic spatial diagram wherein distinct systems (the production line, the services and the
built matter) could be modulated to the highest levels
of performance. Effectively, what this lead to was an
escalation in the forms of expertise involved in the
design process, each with its own requirements and
operational parameters7. If this collaborative model may
seem common (or even cliched) in the current multilayered nature of design processes – after all, the building
industry has taught us that the number of subcontractors and stakeholders involved increases as technology
moves forward – there are at least two aspects which
make the case an unusually significant one: on the one
hand, it’s ideological ancestry in Olivetti’s Comunità;
in ascribing to the cults of interdisciplinarity and collaboration, the project reproduced at an architectural resolution the company’s complex managerial dynamics
at the scale of territorial governance 8 . On the other,
the literalness with which the model would inform the
actual design strategy; here, architectural elements,
technological circuitry and mechanical production are
integrated into a single isotropic system.
II
In broad terms, the project can be understood as the
sophisticated application of a series of basic, yet effective, architectural principles determining the factory’s
overall layout as much as its finer detailing. Responding to demands for high levels of spatial and operational flexibility 9, the whole site was structured to follow a rectangular grid of 18 by 12 meters – a curious
reminder of the ubiquitous presence of the productive
process within the surrounding land. Correspondingly,
18
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10 A seminal account on
how the new technologies
mentioned earlier affected labour dynamics within
the factory can be found in
Matteo Pasquinelli, ‘Italian
Operaismo and the Information Machine’, in Theory, Culture & Society Vol.
32(3) (2014): 49-68. Here
the author revives a ‘militant inquiry’ undertaken
by Italian operaist Romano
Alquati in Olivetti’s computer factories in Ivrea. “The
paradigms of mass intellectuality, immaterial labour
and cognitive capitalism”
are described by Pasquinelli
as the latest incarnation of
power mechanisms in societies of control.

the grid defined a modular unit composed of 4 pillars,
2 primary beams and 4 secondary beams, all made of
pre-stressed concrete and easily assembled. As explained at the start, the vertical elements would be slotted
in the foundation plinths tapering from a square foot at
the base to a rectangular plan at the top. Primary beams
were then laid on half of the upper rectangle leaving
space for the next module to develop on the vacant side.
If this detail allowed for the building to be expanded
in all four directions with the simple addition of supplementary components, it also embedded an element
of incompleteness in the peripheral columns which
Zanuso eloquently exploited as an expressive means.
The tectonic qualities of this junction, where the
mismatch between the elements resulted in a greater
legibility of the overall system, evokes the syntactic character pertaining to classical architecture spared of its
figurative and symbolic motifs. This analogy is made
even more relevant when considering how the single
module would inform the make-up of the entire system.
Rather than relying on proportional rules, here,
the relationship part/whole is determined by the mechanical capacity of the ventilation ducts of which the
terminal channels are duly integrated into V-shaped
secondary beams. Far from a continuum, the factory
was in fact parcelled into four interconnected plants
each equipped with its own powering mechanisms and
cluster of auxiliary facilities (changing rooms, offices,
a cafeteria and so forth) denoting a larger productive
module which could be governed independently and
repeated at will.
In closer detail, the intricacy of the internal
infrastructure found its apt resolution in the stratigraphic organisation of the factory’s flows in section. It is
here that the project took on the vertical complexity of a
city-fragment bringing in the managerial methods and
design criteria typically pertaining to urban planning.
Ensuring a maximal degree of operational independence, the multiple vectors running through the space
(at this point it is questionable if we can even call it
a building) were assigned autonomous horizontal planes, each at its own altitude – starting from the ground
where the indefinite circulation of humans and goods
took place10, moving to the electric system which was

hung below the secondary beams, further into the ventilation ducts and ending in the power supply systems
(mechanical and electrical) which were brought into
the space via a much larger and sparsely distributed
grid of square-sectioned ‘tunnels’. This complex webwork of human activity, assembly chains, cement, air
supplies and electrical circuitry assumesd the vertical
semblance of an architectural mille-feuille wherein the
multiple voices involved in the design process would act
on distinct, punctually connected, levels.
Zanuso’s ‘module-object’ (the precise name with
which the architect refers to it) can here be understood
as the witty managerial tool which denoted the respective distribution of the collaborative processes within
the system, while at the same time portioning it into
easily quantifiable units.
III
In 1945 Adriano Olivetti published ‘L’ordine politico
delle Comunità’, a compendium of thoughts formulated during his ‘exile’ in Switzerland which in many
ways could be considered as a manifesto of his ‘communitarian’ thinking. More than that, the book was a
thorough proposal for social reform in which material
interests were invested with highly moral concerns. Imbued with evangelical spiritualism and socialist hankering, in many ways it ironically anticipated the political turncoats of the later Christian Democrats which at
their own convenience would alternately take sides with
both Socialists and Communists. Central to Olivetti’s
thesis was the organisation of society in discrete territorial units of roughly 100’000 citizens gathered around
localised administrative organs and highly integrated
productive processes (agriculture and industry). This
decentralised and distributed entity would act as an
easily manageable interface between the individual and
the region which, in turn, would respond to the larger
body of the Federal State. If in Olivetti’s treatise, the
proposed downscaling of administrative bodies to defined geographic areas was deeply rooted in a romantic sense of fraternity amongst men, the ethos behind
this model could in fact be better grasped through the
entrepreneurial jargons of optimisation and quantifiability. It is in correlation to these that a feedback loop
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14 M.Tafuri, “Toward a Critique of Architectural Ideology”, 1969, in Architecture Theory since 1968,
Ed. K.Michael Hays (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000): 26

11 Daniel Wren and Arthur
G. Bedeian, The Evolution
of Management Thought
(Hoboken: John Wiley &
Sons, Inc., 2009), 211-27
12 In an interview published on L’Architettura Cronaca e Storia N.3 (1982): 197,
Zanuso tells us how in one
day three pillars, three primary beams, twelve secondary beams could be built
covering an average of 500
sqm per day.
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13 cf. Keller Easterling,
The Action Is the Form.
Victor Hugo’s TED Talk
(Moscow: Strelka Press,
2012). Zanuso’s design is
also interestingly correlated to Easterling’s definition of ‘disposition’ as a
potential architectural
stance in the age of information, as described on
pp.13-14

15 For more on Building
Information Modeling and
the way it is changing the
architectural profession,
see Richard Garber, “Optimisation Stories: The
impact of Building Information Modeling on
Contemporary
Design
Practice,”   Architectural
Design Vol 79 (2009), 6-13
16 For more on this subject
see Mario Carpo, The Alphabet and the Algorithm
(Cambridge: MIT Press,
2011)

can be established between Zanuso’s modular constructions and the company’s post-political initiatives
in the broader Canavese district.
In capitalist frameworks, management is commonly understood as the ability to put reason into
practice. It is an instrument intended to legitimise
decision-making on the basis of quantifiable bits of
information, ultimately driven towards an increase in
productivity. Writing at the dawn of the 20th century,
manager-engineer Henri Fayol denoted management as
the ability to forecast and plan, to organise, to command, to coordinate and to control11. In architectural
terms, such are the actions facilitated by modular
organisations as that implemented in the construction
of the Olivetti Factory in Scarmagno, wherein building
timelines (construction to maintenance12), material
resources, servicing and operational parameters but
also human behaviour would be made easily measurable for strategical decision-making. Architecture
here took on the character of a vast three-dimensional
spreadsheet in which complex data could be analysed/
processed in basic tabular form. If Keller Easterling has
recently advanced that “the projects of Cedric Price and
Christopher Alexander are on the threshold of designing an architecture that has become information”, one
may wonder whether the project being discussed has in
actual fact succeeded in the trespassing of it13.
Amorphous, f lexible, scalable, quantifiable and
multi-layered, Zanuso himself described the outcome
as no more than convergence of data stemming from
disparate disciplinary fields. At a time which cybernetic thinking permeated the most distinct branches of
intellectual production, the choreographic nature of
Zanuso‘s work as planner in mediating the relationship
between commissioners, consultants, and the users of
the building (namely the labourers) is a heroic attempt
to reduce architecture to a purely organisational matter
where productivity and pragmatism become the only
valuable assets. It doesn’t surprise that in the very same
years Italian historian Manfredo Tafuri would assert
that,
In the face of modernised production techniques and
the expansion and rationalisation of the market, the architect, as producer of ‘Objects’, became an incongruous

figure. It was no longer a question of giving form to
single elements of the urban fabric, nor even to simple
prototypes. Once the true unity of the production cycle
has been identified in the city, the only task the architect
can have is to organise that cycle.14
With hindsight, we can of course deem the project as a
filamentary pursuit. It is by now common knowledge
that the integration of services into architectural elements has proved itself to be a shortsighted design solution. This pattern makes itself visible via the tyranny of
the drop-ceiling in contemporary work environments
which, in a way, is but a step towards the complete
schism between architectural form and the myriad of
technological apparatuses facilitating contemporary
life. Yet it remains a somewhat heroic failure, wherein
strategies of embedment take on an almost military
role allowing architecture to retain an agency of sorts in
the definition of the end-product. Although only partial, Zanuso’s ‘module-object’ contained the whole of
the project’s architectural DNA within a single unit –
it’s anatomical qualities as much as its technical capacities. It is from instances as these that new lessons can
be learned to confront the imminent questions posed
to the architectural profession by collaborative frameworks such as Revit, Archicad or any other BIM CAD
software15. If as Mario Carpo maintains in his book
The Alphabet and the Algorithm16, the times are ripe for
a complete re-assessment of architects’ authority and
authorship within design processes, Zanuso’s factory in
Scarmagno provides an interesting way forward.
Fabrizio Ballabio (born in Italy) is an architect and educator based in
London. He graduated in Switzerland at the Academy of Architecture
in Mendrisio (AAM) and received his Masters with Distinction at the
Architectural Association in London (AA) where he currently teaches as
a Studio Master in architectural design and in the History and Theories
Studies. Ballabio is a co-founder of ÅYR, an art collective reflecting on
contemporary forms of domesticity, and part of the online research platform Factory Futures. A guest critic in a number of Universities in UK and
abroad, Ballabio’s research focuses on the history of architectural forms
and their agency within broader urban processes.
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Towards “Build the house”
Mio Tsuneyama

1 Arata Ento (1886-1951):
Japanese architect who was
chief assistant to  Frank Lloyd
Wright on the construction
site for Tokyo Imperial hotel.

2 Sakoku, „Locking country“: In the Edo Era Japan
refused to have any relationship with other countries, except for China,
Portugal and Netherlands.
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Jiyu Gakuen Myonichikan Auditorium

3 Toryo is the master of
carpenter who leads the
construction site.

In early spring of 2015, I, along with two professors,
went to Frank Lloyd Wright’s Jiyu Gakuen Myonichikan. After attending the meeting that brought us there,
the manager showed us the construction site of the
restoration of the auditorium on the southern part of
the site. This timber structure was built in 1927, just
after the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake by Arata Endo1.
Arata Endo
After breaking the “Sakoku” 2 in 1875, the Japanese
government invited foreign teachers in order to teach
western technology, culture, philosophy and also
architecture. This was the very first moment the
“architect” as a professional was recognized in Japan.
Traditionally, the “architect” had not existed in Japan,
in his place, the “Toryo” 3, the master carpenter planned, built and managed the construction site.
The manager of Jiyu Gakuen told us that during
the restoration, they founded a lot of experimental
traces of Arata Endo. For example, when the the wall
and ceiling finishes of the main space were removed
for the structural reinforcement, they found that the
structure did not look like it had been built by the
“Toryo”, who generally lead the construction site of
timber structures at the time. An unusual construction
was used, a “2x4” roof construction brought by F. L.
Wright, carried by only four pillars and high beams in
the longitudinal direction, which seems an influence of

japanese conventional wood framing, to gain stability
against horizontal forces making it indispensable after
the earthquake. This unusual structure system makes
the main hall unprecedented in its constructive aspect.
At the time of post-earthquake rehabilitation, when
budget and materials were limited, the Jiyu Gakuen
needed the space for lectures, as soon as possible. In
order to overcome the shortage of time and funds, Endo
hired normal carpenters without so-called “Toryo” who
were open to new ways of construction and detailing,
not bound by preconceived ideas, and who could also
take time to consider and try again and again with the
architect. Endo made this experiment possible by
taking responsibility over the budget and hiring and
managing the workers.
FUDOMAE House
We are currently facing poverty that could be compared to the one felt at the time of Arata Endo after the
Great Kanto earthquake. This poverty does not mean
starving or shortage of materials, but lack of quality of
life. People have to work hard from day to night just to
earn enough to cover their basic needs in modern urban
society. To break free from this state of being “working
poor”, people are shifting their lifestyle and workstyle
too, trying to cut costs in renewed ways. The prevalence
of the “Share house” model is one of the phenomenon
caused by this situation. People prefer to share apart21
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4 Share House: a kind of
flat sharing, which recently
gained popularity in Japan.
It often involves the renovation of the single-family
house, which is no longer
lived in.

ments or houses with other people in order to be able
to “have” larger spaces without having to spend large
amounts of money with the rent in the middle of city.
In the Spring of 2013, I was invited to renovate the
house of a former school friend. She had bought a 1970s
two-storey detached house, together with her partner.
The house had a large storeroom on the ground f loor
and they planned to renovate it into a house for seven
people, who would live together sharing a living room,
a kitchen and a bathroom – a so-called “share house”4 .
In order to fit the new uses into the share house with
seven bedrooms, we needed to re-organize the plan.
The budget was limited, so the clients and I decided to
paint the walls, floors and ceilings ourselves, helping to
reduce the construction fee.
The Client, the client‘s parents and myself painted
at the end of the construction process, for a period of
ten days in total. I was very pleased to join for the painting as a friend, to spend time with them and to get to
know their parents. On the other side, I ended up not
being able to check on the other work still going on on
the construction site. To have missed these inspections
caused misunderstandings with the workers, who had
to do things again. This imposed a burden on them and,
at the end, it could have created an additional fee for the
client. The aim was to make the cost lower but this process was reversing the seemingly logical order.
DO IT YOURSELF
The house has become charming and seems to be a
happy place for its inhabitants now. It has also gained
some architectural interest by creating several shared
spaces for them. But the experience at the end of construction in the site made me think about the role of
the architect. By inserting myself in the construction
process as a “construction worker”, I might have lost
the real workers confidence on me and, what is worse,
they might have seen me as an intruder. I asked myself
whether painting was just my egotism as an architect
to achieve my ”ideal space”...
We increasingly see young architects “do it yourself ” with their client to realize their design, professing
it as part of their design concept or working attitude
as an architect. The reason might be that the client’s

budget might not be large enough and/or that to pay
for an architect is not yet instilled in Japanese culture. With this kind of DIY approach towards construction, the quality is clearly not the same as it would
be when the construction is done by workers who have
trained for years to master a specific technique. I am
not skeptical towards “do it yourself ”, because it might
be the trigger for clients to decide that a house is not
something to buy but to be built. But if the architect
joins in, it might mean that unprofessional detailing
or construction is admitted. This in turn ignores the
worker’s value and prevents the inheritance of knowledge and the high quality technic of Japanese construction, which we can be proud of it.
Versus “Buy the house”
A year and half after the completion of the FUDOMAE
House, the construction manager was declared bankrupt. He was an independent contractor and worked as
such: he received his orders from the architects, arranged all the workers and managed all the cost; this is the
general situation of construction in Japan. Therefore,
the quality of the construction greatly depends on the
building contractors.
The architects who worked with him were admired
and pleased when they understood that the construction manager was very conscious about design issues
and had a really good network of all different kinds of
qualified professional workers. Also in the FUDOMAE
House, the workers were concerned not only with their
task, but with the whole construction, allowing them
to help each other and discuss details and possible
solutions to unexpected situations. This created a good
team, which also included the architect and the client.
I do not think that it was only the FUDOMAE House’s
construction that brought financial problems to the
construction manager, but it is not difficult to imagine
that the architect‘s amateur attitude, like the one I had,
affected his budget little by little.
This incident indicates that the existing system
we have in Japan, does not fit to small projects with
small budgets. It would have probably worked well if the
clients would/could spend more money on the construction process and this would allow the contractors
22
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to pool some money for covering unforeseen trials and
tribulations during the construction process.
But as we are facing the “lack of budget”, using this
system is unreasonable. If architects would not breakthrough the existing system and would not contrive
how to manage the construction site, we could not
support the small networks of workers like the construction manager of FUDOMAE House had, they
could never assure the quality of their work. To use a
product which is embedded into industrialization, is
cheaper and easier. If the architect does not find the
quality of experimental construction and manages to
convince the client of this added value, the client will
go to the easier solution, as to buy a ready-made house.
Then clients will tend to “buy the house” and not “build
the house”. A direct consequence of this, from my point
of view, would be that architecture could be completely
absorbed by the system of industrialization.

Mio Tsuneyama was Born in Yokohama, Japan, in 1983. After finishing
her bachelor at Tokyo University of Science in 2005, she moved to
Switzerland where she did an internship at Bonhôte et Zapata Architectes
in Geneva and attained her masters degree at the ETH Lausanne in 2008.
She then worked at HHF Architects in Basel between 2006 and 2008.
After this, she moved back to Tokyo where she founded “mnm”. She has
worked as an assistant at the Tokyo University of Science and is currently
an Assistant Professor at the same institution. She has had her work
featured in architectural magazines and is one of the architects taking
part in the “Migrant Garden” exhibition.

Experimental Field
The working environment that Endo tried to create
with the Jiyu Gakuen Auditorium made experimental construction possible with a small budget. But the
way he did it, investing time in trying and thinking
together with carpenters, looking for solutions for
the structure’s system or detailing, was only possible
at Endo’s time when the labor was not as expensive as
it is today. Or is it? How can we recreate this kind of
experimental construction site without going into DIY or
exploding the available budgets?
As a young architect, who has small scale projects
with small budgets, I struggle with the fatalism of
industrialization. The DIY is a possible stand against
this situation but it does not necessarily leads to an
improvement of the architectural realm. Our role as
architects is not only to design, but also to care for the
inheritance and development of quality of workers’
skills. To build a network of qualified workers that
will then in turn assure the quality of the work of the
architect. Maybe then, we will get the chance to attain a
high level of quality in our built environment, from the
design phase to handcraft detailing, despite our small
budgets, despite the industrial system, despite our own
egos.
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Technocentric neoliberalism and okness: the shaping of the city
Alan-Miguel Valdez, Ruben Valdez

Fig. 1 A $250 device from august you attach to
your existing deadbolts that allows you to control your door lock through your smartphone
via Bluetooth.
1,2,4 Peck J., Theodore N.  
& Brenner N. (2009), Neoliberal Urbanism Models,
Moments, Mutations SAIS
Review.
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3 Koolhas R.,   April 2015   
Artforum International Magazine.

5,6 sidewalkinc.com

Cities are not stable entities. The physical component, represented by buildings and infrastructure, may appear
solid, but urban f lows and networks that take place
within are in a constant movement driven by the social
and economical contexts surrounding them. They are
the concrete embodiment of a population’s economical
and political policies.
A neoliberalist-oriented market adapted to specific contexts has been a key feature of the western world
ideal economic policies, with a pervasive effect on all
dimensions of society including (for good and for bad)
the reconfiguration of urban areas. A mix between the
will of economical interests and the implied correctness
of democratic politicians and city officials has clearly
ruled the development of the cities in the last 40 years1.
It is no novelty that space by itself is a market commodity which has been poorly regulated by most state
institutions2 and that the city itself has a great profitability. Money, power and economical interests have set
the rules of how we build the city almost since its existence and have greatly defined the physiognomy of contemporary urban zones.
However it is interesting to note that in the last 20
years the economic speculation of the city’s space has
been in juxtaposition with the discourse of sustainability, efficiency and competitiveness that culminates in
the emerging vision of the smart city. We cannot neglect in the discourse the advantages of the smart cities

and architecture if they’re sustainable, competitive and
efficient, nevertheless the contradictions within this
juxtaposition of values are worth to reflect on.
Recently Koolhas stated that: “As a substitute for
the French Revolution’s liberté, égalité, fraternité, a new
universal trinity has been adopted: comfort, security,
sustainability” 3; we could hardly argue against the
authoritarianism of correctness, the lactose and gluten
free city shouldn’t disturb us because it is being shaped
for our own good, for us to have better quality of life
and more opportunities.
On the other hand as much as state institutions
have been drawn into ever more explicit forms of the
creative destruction of urban built environments in
order to promote even more intensively marketized
land-use regimes 4, speculation is not only about space
anymore, is about automated life and about smart cities
shaping smart citizens who are digitally savvy, efficient
and entrepreneurial.
Last June Google’s sidewalk labs was announced,
“An urban innovation company that will develop technology at the intersection of the physical and digital
worlds, with a focus on improving city life for residents,
businesses and governments”. 5 The head of the project
Dan Doctoroff, mentioned in the official announce of
the company that: “We are at the beginning of a historic
transformation in cities. At a time when the concerns
about urban equity, costs, health and the environment
24
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7 Mumford, L. (1971). Technics and Human Development: The Myth of the Machine, Vol. I. Harvest Books.

Fig. 2 Songdo City, South Korea. One of the
world’s first specially designed “smart cities.    

8   In the frame of the 56th
Venice art Bienale, Shawn
Maximo for DIS magazine
on Styles and Customs in
the 2020s.

are intensifying, unprecedented technological change
is going to enable cities to be more efficient, responsive,
flexible and resilient. We hope that Sidewalk will play
a major role in developing technology products, platforms and advanced infrastructure that can be implemented at scale in cities around the world.”6
Technocentric neoliberal utopianism in which it
is unquestioningly assumed that technology development and business growth will automatically improve
quality of life within the city and its space, its not only
a google’s feature, an immense number of entities are
hands-on on the smart city and its market based on
promises of a better life. By doing so they are completely changing the way we move, inhabit and read the
city, creating an incredibly vast and unprecedented
infrastructure of services directly related to it, not only
redefining existing cities, but already defining the ones
to come.
Ironically, what may have been Le Corbusier’s idea
that a house is a machine for living has been extended to
the whole city, empowered through Lewis Mumford’s7
conception of large hierarchical organizations as mega
machines – machines using humans as its components,
the city becomes a machine for living, a digital one, and
in consequence life itself becomes subject to technological automatization with digital placemaking substituting actual sense of place, and digital capital replacing
social capital. The digital and physical space merge in
the contemporary city completely changing the creation of a place and therefore the people defining it.
The smart city’s digital place is almost as present in
our consciousness as the physical one, our relation towards the city depends everytime more of the screen as
an interface to inhabit it, perceive it and share it. The
architect has never been alone in the shaping of the city,
but never before has been more accompanied in defining the relationships towards the city space. An army
of software engineers, entrepreneurs and investors are
slowly kicking the architect out of imagining the future
city or using him as a necessary marketing accessory.
The discipline may not disappear or be substituted by
graphic designers8 in the near future, but the role of the
architect as the catalyzer of the space available to citizens in their pursuit of a meaningful relationship with

the city is on stake. For how long the discipline will remain relevant under such scenario?
Dr. Alan-Miguel Valdez (Guadalajara, Mexico, 1978)  is a Research Associate in the Department of Engineering and Innovation at the Open University. His current work further develops this early-market niche perspective within the smart transport work package of MK:Smart, a £16m
smart city programme.
Rubén Valdez (Zacatecas, Mexico, 1986) studied architecture at the
Accademia di architettura di Mendrisio and contemporary art at ECAL
(ècole cantonal d’art de Lausanne). After doing an internship at Miller
& Maranta Architekten in Basel and Estudio Toga in Mexico, he worked
independently in Guadalajara, México, on several single housing projects. He has been participant of different architecture and art exhibitions such as „Monumental Masonry“ at the Sir John Soane‘s museum
(London), „Vertige des correspondances“ curated by Julien Fronsacq at
ELAC (Lausanne)  „Life is a Bed of Roses“ curated by Stephanie Moisdon
at Fondation Ricard (Paris).      
Images:
Fig. 1 taken from august.com
Fig. 2 taken from songdo.com
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Architecture Construction Process: A Molecule
Cristina García Baeza

1 ‘La arquitectura tiene
múltiples aspectos (…) nosotros la analizamos como
un hecho complejo para
que en cada proyecto todos esos elementos encuentren su equilibrio’
Antonio Cruz. Cruz y Ortiz
arquitectos. Diario de Sevilla. 12/07/2015
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2 Anamorphosis (OED definition): distorted projection or perspective requiring the viewer to use
special devices or occupy a
specific vantage point to reconstitute the image.

‘Architecture has many aspects (…) we analyse Architecture as a complex fact so that in every project all the elements may find their balance‘ 1
			
Cruz y Ortiz arquitectos
Architecture construction process as a molecule and the anamorphosis2 of its atoms
As society evolves the realm of knowledge increases in
complexity and new disciplines have to be taken into
account for the development of construction processes.
Social complexity and the evolution of the cities require
and establish a constant readjustment. Architecture is
a multidisciplinary process, involving artistic, technical, economic and social concerns. There are no doubts
that, historically, architecture has always connected
different realities: the material to humanize the natural space, the individual and social needs that move
architecture, the site conditions, the economic impact, or the public policies. This complexity has been
growing over time but now we are more aware of the
importance of how all these disciplines in the different
stages of construction, may modify the conception of
architecture.
Therefore, this is why architects are becoming part
of continuously growing architectural teams, where
professionals of different disciplines work more closely
linked than ever: engineers, quantity surveyors, land-

scape architects, topographers, sales assistants, etc.
Like in molecules, the construction process in architecture gains complexity with the addition of new components inside the process molecule.
In my experience, within the perspective of
architecture as a set of disciplines, I have seen that
concerns may arise resulting from the potential risk
that architecture could be trivialized, losing its leading role in the construction process. In this sense,
the influence of upcoming local and global factors and
conditions in the entire building process is definitely
changing the realm of architecture. These changes might
be considered as a hazard and as an opportunity since
the result of its evolution will determine the new role of
architecture.
The type of construction process relies on how
many agents and disciplines are involved (atoms), and
can make an impact on the construction of the project (molecule) Different circumstances (social-political-economic context, people involved, type of design,
budgets, materials, etc.) will always have an impact
on the concept of architecture. Due to this complex
hybridization architecture can no longer be defined
as a clearly bordered activity, but as a blurred concept, determined in every single situation by the atoms
that will compose and structure the final activity. The
architecture trunk is branching out, and even though
the upcoming new branches remain belonging to
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the same entity some gaps begin to exist amongst
them, creating differences and singularities. Evolving
architecture is plural. Therefore, from my point of
view, architecture is a consequence of the evolution of
its components. It is not a fixed or pre-established concept. As a matter of fact it seems to me that architecture shares this mutable quality with other phenomena
as an immanent principle of our society.
This leads to the anamorphosis, phenomenon that
somehow may clarify what happens inside the molecule
of the construction process. We note that depending on
the set position inside the “architecture molecule” and
its view scope, architecture can be seen in many ways.
In fact, just the position of the economic key factor
within the “molecule” will influence the whole process,
inducing the emergence of new architectural characteristics or the disappearance of historical features. From
the position of each atom, where the whole process is
perceived in a determined way, the architect should
coordinate all parts of the process in order to achieve
the most optimized and balanced architecture. Special
attention should be given to clients or promoters/developers and particularly to the user needs, since the
former act as a catalyst and the latter are the deepest
reason of the architecture process.
Construction economic crisis as a positive
aspect for Architecture development
The economic crisis in Spain has deeply affected the
construction industry as the most important business
in our country. In spite of it, this global crisis, almost as
an oxymoron, has encouraged the development of good
practice models in Spain. Maybe, because fewer construction processes are under development, architecture teams are investing much more time in each one of
them, and reaching more imaginative and streamlined
design solutions. Our first work developed as OAM
arquitectos, diagram 3, is a good example for the molecular construction process described above.
Fig.1-3: The perceptual Shift.  Michael Murphy

Experience 1: Landscape restoration and new
access to the Muslim Fortress and Roman
Theatre. Málaga. Spain by OAM arquitectos
This construction process was very special for its lo-

cation – palimpsest place of the city of Málaga where
coexist unequalled monuments of the Roman City (1st
century) and Muslim City (11th century) in the heart of
the historic centre, by the side of Picasso Museum-Buenavista Palace (16th century) and Aduana Palace (18th
century) – and from its architectonic, urbanistic and
heritage point of views. Many agents have been involved in it. Currently, it is not completely open to the
public yet (broken link in the molecule), since the
visits must be organized under agreement with local
authorities.
One of the main concepts in this project is the
addition of minimally invasive new material for the
construction process with assembly systems that would
future allow reversing the actions taken, in the light of
new needs or restoration theories. We chose COR-TEN
steel plates as a very strong material, close to old stone,
to limit depressed paths. This material choice worried
and divided the local archaeologists of the Andalucía
Heritage-Architecture Office in Málaga who scrutinized the design. Some of their technicians considered it an inappropriate material because of how it had
been unfortunately used in other heritage architectural
interventions in this city. Due to these fears and concerns, the process strongly slowed down. Andalucía
Heritage Office, for the first time in Málaga, delivered
neither a positive nor negative report, but a „non-adverse“ report.
During these months of uncertainty and varies
meetings amongst our team, the Urban Municipal
Office technicians and Andalucía Public Administration technicians, our office was taking advantage of the
construction delay time developing and “purifying” the
original proposal constructive details, and fully adjusting design and budget. Seven months after our first
meeting with the Andalucía Heritage-Architecture
Office, the construction process began. The first contractor was dismissed because of its budget proposal
(first broken link inside the molecule) and was replaced by a second company.Besides the initial difficulties,
the process developed well. The team embraced well
with meetings happening, in situ, three times per week
and, despite the low budget for the design, we tried to
enhance the final result.
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Fig. 4: OAM arquitectos and Jesús Granada.

Fig. 5: OAM arquitectos and Jesús Granada.

Analysing this landscape-heritage architecture project molecule, we find that the biggest atoms are the
public administrations: promoter and heritage supervisor office, and the powerful links are public administrations-architect and builder-architect. These two
binomials were the core of this work. Good relations
between them were essential to achieve a very satisfying work.
As said at the beginning: ‘Architecture is a complex
fact so that in every project all the elements may find
their balance‘. Therefore, architects should find their
balance coordinating all atoms-agents. In this context, it seems fundamental to me to consider architects
as global agents not only able to visualize or understand the architecture molecule-processes, but also to
design them in order to achieve optimal architecture
developing frames. These primary molecule-designs
will ensure, or at least will help to search for excellence
in architecture. Harmony is the key.
Cristina García Baeza (Sevilla, Spain, 1985) studied architecture at
Seville University School of Architecture and Technische Univertsität
Graz Faculty of Architecture in Austria. Since 2010 Cristina is head
architect together with architect Iñaki Pérez de la Fuente in OAM
arquitectos. She has been Guest Professor at Seville, Huelva, Málaga and
USJ Zaragoza Universities. She was comission member of III International
workshop ‚New materials in architecture‘ at Málaga University. In 2014
OAM work was selected by Seoul Design Foundation for design a Pavilion at Dongdaemun Design Plaza by Zaha Hadid in South Korea. OAM
design for DDP was exhibited at Seoul Architecture Festival 2014. Prior
to this her work was selected for the 11th Biennale Architettura di Venezia 2009 and 5ª Bienal de Paisatge Barcelona 2009.
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Images:
Fig. 1-3: Michael Murphy. The perceptual Shift. I.M.A.G.E. Gallery. Brooklyn,
New York. 2015
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Fig. 6: Molecule (architecture
construction process) and atoms
(construction agents). From the
architect’s point of view in Spain.
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Fig. 7: Construction process molecule
in Landscape restoration and new
access to the Muslim Fortress and
Roman Theatre, Málaga (Spain) by
OAM arquitectos.
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Fernand Pouillon – The Modern Master Builder
Vicente Nequinha

1 Pouillon, Fernand, “Mémoires d’un architecte”,
1968, Éditions du Seuil,
pag. 439, 4 pp.
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2 Caruso, Adam and Thomas, Helen, “The Stones of
Fernand Pouillon”, 2013,
gta Verlag, pag. 6, 3 pp.

View of the construction site from a high point of the Frais
Vallon Valley

When we listen to classical music, even if it is inattentively, we can understand that there is a large number of musicians playing together with the common
goal of creating a harmony. Each one of them has the
responsibility to dominate the instrument and the
music sheet. However, it is necessary that someone coordinates the whole orchestra; there can not be a violin
playing a wrong note nor an oboe that is not on tempo.
At the tip of the Maestro’s fingers, the leader of all the
musicians, a Battuta is held. With it, he conducts the
how and when of the orchestra‘s performance.
Just as in music, also in building is it possible to
find a person who is in charge of a group of specialists
and workers: the architect. Amongst the characteristics
of the architect we can recognize the possibility, or the
impossibility, of assuming the role of a master builder:
the one who not only designs but also sees his designs
through to their completion, taking the construction
site under his responsibility.
The persona of a master builder was easily recognizable during the Middle Ages, where this character
embodied the functions of the contractor, the mason,
the engineer and the architect. Recognizing the master builder as a figure of prime importance, Fernand
Pouillon writes the novel Les pierres sauvages, in which
he describes the story of a character who faces all the
difficulties of the living and working conditions in the
Cistercian Abbey’s construction at the Le Thoronet,

and in whom he recognizes himself, “I was applying
my own character as it might have been within the context of such a magnificent architectural period.”1
Pouillon was not interested in finding a theoretical
discourse that could define his work, avoiding to seek
a stylistic tendency – going against the spirit that fed
the architects of his generation in the 1930s. “Pouillon
was a modern architect, but he was not a modernist” 2 ,
being far from architects’ meetings, such as the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM), to
be focused on practical issues of architecture, and avoiding taking an ideological stance towards reality. It was
this attitude that allowed him to develop some necessary assets, such as decision making and efficiency, that
would later on allow him to act as he did. He acknowledged the act of building as a response to the homelessness as a need he felt passionate about.
His reputation as an architect was reinforced when
he developed a lot of apartments in a tight schedule,
in Aix-en-Provence, being responsible for all phases of
the project, from urban design to architecture and construction. “Two hundred housing units at two hundred meters from the city, built in two hundred days,
for two hundred million francs. (...) I planned the construction in cut stone, a Pouillon system of flooring, a
Pouillon method of load-bearing brick walls, a Pouillon vaulted structure. This represented a housing development of simple invention, achieved at a cost as low as
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3 Pouillon, Fernand, “Mémoires d’un architecte”,
1968, Éditions du Seuil,
pag. 141, 3 and 4 pp.

Plan of 200 Colonnes

4 Pouillon, Fernand, “Mémoires d’un architecte”,
1968, Éditions du Seuil,
pag. 78 and 102, 4 and 2 pp.
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200 Colonnes under construction

5 Pouillon, Fernand, “Mémoires d’un architecte”,
1968, Éditions du Seuil,
pag. 306, 3 pp.

possible and within a schedule that nobody believed.”3
This achievement convinced the newly elected mayor
of Algiers, Jacques Chevallier, about his efficiency, leading him to invite Pouillon to be the Architecte en chef
of the Algerian capital, where he was commissioned to
design several large-scale housing developments.
Some years before his arrival to Algiers, Fernand
Pouillon was responsible for the creation of the Société d’Etudes Techniques (SET) in France. This technical consulting office was in charge of the supervision
of construction sites, time planning, and coordination between different constructors and entities, showing how the design, the development concerns and the
construction can work together, testing the boundaries
of the architect as an artist and inventor, the client as a
developer and the general planer as a manager. With
this model of a work process, Pouillon assured that the
architect was able to coordinate all the design and construction stages.
The project Climat de France, in Algiers, was one
of the most important commissions for Fernand Pouillon. During the 1950s, the French government started several social housing initiatives in response to the
decadent social climate present in the North African
colonial territories, Pouillon being in charge of one
of the largest housing projects constructed in North
Africa at that moment. Situated at a high point of the
Frais Vallon Valley in the Algerian capital, Pouillon
developed a “gridded” urban proposal, challenging the
strong inclination of the site. Combining a variety of
small and large buildings, it explored different dwelling typologies in order to understand and give a proper
answer to the particularities of the cultural demands –
in this case, the Muslim Northern African context.
One of the most peculiar elements of this project is a rectangular housing block that defies the
limits between the monumental and domestic scales.
This “scale’s game” is easily perceived in the contrast
of the closed character of the outer facade and the impressive colonnade in the inner courtyard composed of
200 columns – giving the building the name “200 Colonnes”. A strategy used by Pouillon to emphasize
the cohesion among all the buildings involved in the
project, was an attentive choice and use of materials,

opting for a system of modular stone panels, conceived
by him, to cover the walls of the buildings and, at the
same time, to give the modest construction a certain
air of grandeur.
The particularity of his approach towards this
commission was the fact that he did not face it as just
a designer, “More and more I started to orient myself
towards rapid and economic construction. I elaborated a method, a technique. I reworked the organisation
of the construction process in order to make it more
rational. I had to solve three problems: prices, deadlines, comfort (...). I was the first one to think simultaneously as an organiser, a financier, an engineer, an
inventor and an artist.”4 This attitude towards architecture becomes a work of coordination, just like as the
Maestro and his orchestra. A capability to control
all the stages of a project, from the design to its construction. For Pouillon, the most important role of an
architect, as a master builder, is the capability to implement ideas and to find opportunities in the constraints
that all projects present.
But how realistic is this master builder nowadays? It is difficult to compare the master builder of
the Middle Ages and such a figure nowadays for different reasons; the cultural and social demands are not
the same, as well as the construction techniques and
tools. However, there is a critical understanding that we
can recognize in this medieval character – besides his
savoir-faire put at the service of a collective work, he
had the desire to take complete control over the task at
hand as a way to perceive what was being proposed. In
Fernand Pouillon, we must recognize this attitude, not
as result of nostalgia or admiration for an unachievable
period, but as an intellectual capacity, as an architect, to
critically understand how to operate in the reality that
we are about to change.
“Supposing that one day, I would be miraculously
recognised, a phenomenon which is yet to come, in the
light of the influences, sensations and reflections that I
will have inspired in the domain of art.”5
Vicente Nequinha (Bragança, Portugal, 1991) is a student of Architecture at the Department of Architecture of the University of Coimbra.
He was an editor of Revista NU from 2009 to 2013 and vice-director in
the academic year 2012-13. He moved to Switzerland to do an exchange
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students’ programme at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
where he developed his interest about Fernand Pouillon with Professor Jacques Lucan’s theoretical essays. Afterwards, he did an internship
at Atelier Cube Architectes, in Lausanne. He is currently developing his
Master Thesis at the University of Coimbra.
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The Team Captain – Notes on a life of building
Walter Achermann

Filmstill fron Amarcord (1973) by Federico Fellini

The following notes are a result from a request of
CARTHA’s editorial group to Walter Achermann of
sharing his privileged view on the evolution of the
construction industry and the role of the construction
manager in it. He chose three projects; The first construction site where he acted as construction manager;
a second one where the construction environment started to be affected by the introduction of new technologies; a third one that presents a huge contrast of scale to
the previous two and is relatively recent.
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Construction site nr. I
1978, Engelberg (Lucerne)
Construction duration: 15 months
Cost: 2.5 million CHF
2 Housing Buildings, Vacation appartments, 2 x 12 APP
10 companies involved, around 60 workers in total
Working processes and tools:
– The Bauleiter (construction manager) took over
the whole construction process, starting from where
the Architect had left, the concept phase. The Bauleiter
did the detail plans, the description of the materialisation and construction techniques to be used, dealt with
the local officials, the few specialists and the client.
– At this time there were no computer or copy
machine helping at work. Every correspondence was
written on typewriter with carbon copy. To produce

copies of submission papers a transfer matrix had to
be made (“Umdruck”). Plans were drawn by hand on
transparent paper with ink by a “Rapidograph” (instrument of drawing).
– Precision and detailing in the “Ausschreibung”
(submission) phase was quite reduced when compared to today’s. This had two direct consequences; it was
much faster and simpler to do but it required a more
“hands-on” approach to the construction site management. This was only possible because when one would
write, for example, “brick walls and concrete ceilings“,
the construction worker and the contractor knew
exactly what it meant and what was expected by the
architect. Construction techniques were somehow less
variable and the construction workers had a better understanding of the relation between different materials
and building techniques. One can say that the workers
were more qualified than now.
– This quality and know-how from the workers
allowed the construction site manager to be more
relaxed, to trust the contractors and workers when it
came to competence during the building process.
– The only specialist needed for this project was
the structural engineer. All the other aspects (electricity, sanitation, heating, so on…) were handled by the
contractors, from the planning until the construction
phase. There was a lack of specialisation, the skill sets
needed to bring the planning and construction proces34

ses to its successful completion were held by generalist contractors and planners that handled the relatively
simple act of building. The Bauleiter was also responsible for the coordination and correctly handled execution of these special technical crafts.
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Construction site nr. II
1989-1992, Hergiswil (Lucerne)
Project duration: 2.5 years
Cost: 9 million CHF
8 Single family houses, Lakeside Villas
25 companies involved, around 150 workers in total
Working processes and tools:
– The developments known in building technologies during the 80’s and 90’s, as a consequence of the oil
crisis and increasing ecological and economical concerns, led to the multiplication of consultants and specialists. New categories and sub-categories within the
previous disciplines were born: Termic and energetic
consultants had now an input when it came to heating
and insulation techniques, a geologist had to be called
in to deal with the risk of landslide into the lake, etc.
– Also in the planning phase, the Bauleiter had the
representation of his inputs, detail plans, being drawn
by draughtsman. This had consequences; the further
interpretation of the desired materials and techniques
by another person.
– Beginning of the use of computer as a tool for
the submission phase. Material and construction techniques were now described using a computer program
and a standard method (BKP and NPK from CRB).
With this “help”, the submission documents could be
more detailed. To a lot of contractors this was a new
process and they did not understand the standardized
descriptions what meant more work (explanations) to
the Bauleiter.
– A system of coordination drawing known as
“Tochterpause” was used to implement the knowledge
and needs of each specialist into the project. The Bauleiter would draw the construction plans based on the
architect’s plans, on a piece of paper. This piece of paper
would then be sent to the sanitation planer that would
draw directly on it. He would then send these plans

to the heating planer, and so on, until all the consultants had drawn their contribution on the original construction plan. This would take around two months.
It allowed for the prevention of planning mistakes as
the planners knew where they could draw in first hand,
it was clear on the plan they had in front of them. A
meeting would then be held at the end of this process
where all the specialists would meet and discuss minor
details that had to be solved on the plans. A final coordination plan would then be drawn and the construction could start with a certain certainty that the layering of the consultants inputs would work correctly.
– Local authorities had only a rudimental control
over the project. The submission plans would have to
be approved and there was a zoning plan for the area
but the presence of local authorities on the construction site was close to none. The single control was at
the end of the construction process, before the owners
would move in.
Construction site nr. III
2006-2009, Basel (Basel City)
Project duration: Planning 2.5, Construction 2.5 years
Cost: 98 million CHF
1 Building in the Novartis Campus St. Johann (Office
and Laboratories)
10 consultants and specialists involved
32 companies involved, around 1150 workers took part in
the construction phase
The main architect was David Chipperfield,
Burckhardt+Partner acted as local architect and construction manager.
The architect was in charge of the plans, including
detail plans.
Local architect was in charge of the submission, budget
calculation and served as specialist / consultant for local
laws and construction processes, accompanying the project since the planning phase.
Working processes and tools:
– This project took advantage of all the technologies that nowadays offer. The computer was used for
both drawings and text/documents production.
– An ever growing wish for optimization and
35

costs-reduction on the construction site had been gradually changing the methods and techniques. More
and more, the construction elements and materials
are pre-fabricated and processed in order to reduce the
assembly and montage time on the construction site.
– Very high demands on safety and security
meant a lot of additional work to the Bauleiter who had
to control and adjust what was not according to the
regulations of the law and of the client.
– The amount of involved companies, in coincidence with the tight time schedule, meant the additional task of managing weekly coordination meetings of
the local architect – led by the Bauleiter – with the consultants, specialists and actually working companies.
At the end of the project, over 130 protocols of this construction meetings had been written down.
– Following to increased regulations by the
authorities, the Bauleiter needs much more time for
the approvals of every single craft, especially technical
equipement.
There is one aspect that did not change during this time
and throughout these projects: The Bauleiter is the overall responsible for costs, time schedule and correctly
executed construction.
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Walter Achermann was born in 1953 in Lucerne. After four years of
high school, he started and finished an apprenticeship as draftsman.
He went on to get a diploma in theology and then studied Adult Education for three more years. Since then, Walter Achermann has worked
both as self-employed and employee in the construction area, having
built projects that range from single family houses to multi-million
public and private equipments.
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Dîner de Confrères
Francisco Ramos Ordóñez

Cardápio (Menu)
_Bruschetta of mozzarella and cherry tomatoes
with a lovely dressing of basil, lime, olive oil, black pepper
and extra honey. Contemporary challenges for young
architects. The evolving panorama of school of
architecture: number, size and curriculum.
_A selection of cheeses: Parmigiano-Reggiano, heavenly Camembert, Brie and rosemary alliance, with
hearty Spanish Ibérico chorizo toast. An insight to the
CARTHA magazine: team structure, texts selection
and editorial process.
_Pesto fusilli with topping of parmesan-crèmefraîche, toasted pine nuts and bacon cubes. Content,
format and audience: feedback about identity, risk, and
potential in current forms. Future projects.
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_The Basel Läckerli. Good evening and thank you
for coming.
The „Confrères Dinner“ was an event organised by
CARTHA magazine to discuss the Issue II “Confrères”
with some of our friends and readers and to get feedback on our activity. It was intended to be a regular
event along with the public launches where the editorial team could engage in a broader dialogue and open

up to unexpected and valuable contributions. The
dinner took place on the 23rd of July in Basel during
a mild and delightful summer evening. The sunlight
highlighted the beauty of the old top apartment with
wooden f loors and high ceilings, typical from this
area of the city. As a perfect ally, it teamed up with
the same spacious wooden table and the desirable tan
leather Jan Stamm chairs that some months earlier this
year assisted to the birth of CARTHA magazine.
The guests started to arrive around 19h30 and
the dinner lasted until almost midnight. The group
was formed by the Basel and Lausanne based members of CARTHA and four guests: Rubén, a Mexican architect and artist who previously wrote the
article Sharing: a ref lection on contemporary dwelling for Issue Ø „Worth sharing“, Raneen, a CanadianIraqi product designer and architect, Tobias, a German architect and Margarethe, a German architect
who was the first amongst our followers on Facebook
to sign up for an available place at the dinner. All of
them were already familiar with the editorial work that
CARTHA magazine has been developing since
January 2015. With the exception of our college responsible for graphic design, everybody at the table was a
practicing architect with different backgrounds that, all
together, sum a wide spectrum of different schools,
academic curricula, and both types and sizes of offices.
So, indeed, the dinner was an authentic celebration of
37
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the idea of “confrères”.
The conversations started with a warming up
where the people around the table introduced each
other. CARTHA magazine is very fortunate to count
amongst its friends such an incredible group of people, and as desired, the conversation f lowed and
meandered, reaching out to cover a broad stream of
topics. Some of them drew upon the articles issued in
“Confrères”, while others, ref lected the actuality of
our cities and ways of communication on the Internet.
Gathered very close to the newest landmark in the city
of Basel (Roche Bau 1), the group could not avoid talking
about a building that, due to its size and visibility,
somehow stands out for this idea of the city as a crystallization of a phenomenon and time. Basel allows
itself to be shown as what it actually is, a global player.
Maybe, along with other Swiss cities, it is breaking
the Helvetian tradition of discretion and low profile.
A global player that attracts an international and dynamic scene, from which CARTHA magazine does
indeed benefits and draw inspiration from for pursuing
its boundless open project.
The academic and professional landscapes from
the various geographies which the guestscome from
brought the opportunity to discuss the current challenges that our generation is facing. These included
resources managment, economic cycles, migration
issues, the number of schools of architecture, the
ratio of architects/inhabitants, all topics that allowed us
to review, amongst others, the articles by Woodstudio,
Atelier Angular and Migrant Garden, published in the
Issue at hand. Very soon though, the guests showed a
vivid interest about the insides of CARTHA magazine,
such as the structure of the team, which can be checked
out on our website, the selection of the contributions
for each issue, and our working process. The editors
had the opportunity to explain how, during six weeks in
average, they follow up the development of each article
establishing a relatively close dialogue with the particular authors. A process which the editorial team, while
granting the desired respect for the opinion of the contributor, uses to ensure diversity and quality in the contributions and coherence with the call for papers that
frames each one of the issues.

At this moment, the editorial team took the chance
to brief ly present upcoming projects for new formats
that will celebrate the conclusion of the current cycle
in which CARTHA magazine is immersed. These
new formats will bring the published work to a deeper
analysis and interpretation by confronting it with new
contents. These future projects, to be announced soon,
all together benefit from the support of our sponsor, the
Foundation Serra Henriques.
“The medium is the massage”
Towards the middle of the evening the conversation
reached some of its most intense topics. While the
intimate and almost handcrafted character of the
magazine, something that this event itself celebrates,
was acknowledged as something positive by some of
our guests, others highlighted that a greater level of visibility could be desired. A bigger effort was suggested in order to achieve a broader audience and a more
intense internalization in the contributions. These
ideas directly asked questions tied to the identity of
CARTHA magazine, challenging whether or not the
current format effectively responded to the original
aspiration of the magazine.
In a time of intense tagging and superlative self
affirmation, a magazine at the intersection of diverse
audiences which assumes the role of an open platform for professions to speak their minds, may indeed
be seen as a virtue. This is something that one of our
readers and a guest’s friend formulated like ambiguity in the format and in the content. It seems, that this
reader perceives the magazine as a production in between a blog and a standard magazine, while the content
lies between research, opinion, and actuality. The questions that arise here are various. Is this something positive? Is it possible to emphasize this character in order
to become a strong identity? Is it this reader correct in
his/her opinion? Can CARTHA magazine be an effective global platform for the dialogue of our generation
of architects and citizens?
Some of the CARTHA magazine readers are not
architects. This is something that is of course highly
appreciated and finds ground in the bases of this project
as it was established in the inaugural Issue Ø “Worth
38
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sharing”. It is worth it and necessary to promote critical
thinking beyond the academia. It is worth to enhance
connection between voices in the market and in the
seminars. It is in this being at the intersection, where
both the risk and the biggest potential lie. CARTHA
magazine is a geography under construction.
Naturally, as the sun completed its cycle that day,
the conversation gradually shifted to more relaxed topics and slowly the dinner drew to an end. CARTHA
magazine wants to thank our guests Margarethe,
Raneen, Ruben, and Tobias for having accepted our
invitation, and for having shared their thoughtful
opinions, ideas, and suggestions.
We look forward to the next CARTHA dinner,
with you.
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